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Abstract - Now a days, its chance to taken alerts from
Coronavirus to the extent concern the remote advances
are a lot of helpful. On account of COVID, diabetic
patients were more affected because of less
insusceptibility and powerless digestion. In this paper,
we survey the on some information, that is experienced
COVID because of previously confronting some medical
problems and we likewise locate that the respiratory
framework and lungs contamination is most contacted
region in these cases. On account of diabetic fingertip
prinking for a blood test is awkward for glucose
estimation. Intrusive methodologies like research facility
test and one touch gluco meter improve the danger of
blood related contaminations. As we as a whole now the
Bluetooth & Wi-Fi innovation is a sort of little measured,
short separated and ease remote imparting innovation.
Other than the further blend of correspondence and PC,
Bluetooth innovation can likewise make advanced
hardware which are made by various companies have the
properties of interoperability and interoperation.
Index Terms - COVID-19, Prediabetic, Smart Health
Care,
Dibieties
Wi-Fi,
Wireless
Network,
Communication.

Fig.1. Architecture of Monitoring System

Fig. 2. Working of Wireless System in Medical field
II.OVERALL STRUCTURE OF DESIGN

I.INTRODUCTION
As we know that when the population is increase of
senior citizen in the human society, continuous health
monitoring becomes progressively more important in
the health care facilities. The medical personnel need
to monitor the patient’s status in case of an emergency
but would not desire to increase the number of room
visits. As a result, there is a requirement of a
physiological monitoring system which enables the
medical personnel to monitor the patient’s status
remotely and accurately.[3]
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The portable device for the evaluation of myodynamia
based on wireless technique is developed in this study.
The device is mainly consisted by the muscle strength
sensor, MSP430F149 microcontroller system [7,8],
Bluetooth communication module and PC, which can
achieve testing and evaluating of different parts of the
limbs and trunk in human body's strength in the range
of 0 ~ 500N [9]. And, the Bluetooth communication
module can achieve data transmission between
dynamometer and PC in the range of 10 m. The device
is characterized with low power consumption, simple
structure, easy to operate, powerful functions, etc.,
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which can make quantitative analysis for muscle
rehabilitating function of the clinical assessment.[6]
The device for the evaluation of myodynamia is
designed to reach the requirements of high accuracy,
low cost, low power, small size and easy operation.
For the above requirements, the device mainly consists
of muscle strength sensors, MSP430F149
microcontroller systems [10].

Fig.4: Analysis data on the basis of samples (Male)
Fig. 3. Working of Bluetooth in Medical field
III.PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS IN TABULAR
FORM-I FOR MALE PATIENT
Here we analysis the Male Patient samples for differ
Diabetic levels. We have considered parameters e.g.
Samples basic characteristics, Brief Explanation of
samples for Validation & Suffered from COVID19.[7]
Table 1: Baseline characteristics of collected samples
for calibration.
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Parametric Analysis in Tabular Form-II for Female
Patient:Here we analysis the Male Patient samples for differ
Diabetic levels. We have considered parameters e.g.
Samples basic characteristics, Brief Explanation of
samples for Validation & Suffered from COVID19.[7]
Table 2: Baseline characteristics of collected samples
for calibration.
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V. CONCLUSION

Fig.5: Analysis data on the basis of samples (Female)
We have found some results on the basis of human
behavior & their parametric concern focused on health
issues. We have survey 64 patients according to their
fitness & suffered disease. On the basis of study, we
conclude that females are more sensitive in term of
immunity & metabolism due to lack of calcium, iron
& deficiency of many more. [10]
IV. PROCESS FLOW DATA ACQUISITION FOR
PROPOSED ANALYSIS

In this paper, we have studied on the data, in which we
have found some results on the basis of human
behavior & their parametric concern focused on health
issues. We have survey 64 patients according to their
fitness & suffered disease. On the basis of study, we
conclude that females are more sensitive in term of
immunity & metabolism due to lack of calcium, iron
& deficiency of many more. A wireless physiological
monitoring system was proposed and implemented.
This system integrates the Wi-Fi wireless technology
and the Bluetooth wireless technology to effectively
monitor the patient’s statuses remotely. A portable
physiological signal acquisition device was developed
which acquires vital-signals from the patient and
transmit the data through Bluetooth wireless
technology. Several monitor units were designated on
different platforms to meet different clinical needs in
monitoring and archiving patients’ records. With the
combination of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless
technologies and the development of different monitor
units, this system highly.[5]
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